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ABSTRACT
For every present computational technology or Networking technology, cloud computing has always been a central hub
where all the assorted pieces of a system are linked to create a fully functional environment. As utility cloud changes
depending on the environment, it has been observed that various breaches, intrusions and service malfunctioning based
attacks are implemented to compromise confidentiality, integrity and availability of the system. Here in this paper,
popular types of attacks and security measures are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
As newer technologies are integrating with cloud various types of services are also being implemented to
serve the technologies. Well, as assorted services and technologies amalgamate, many types of information is
stored in cloud which may be confidential to an organization or a client who uses the cloud. Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS) are the older terms. Presently,
Everything as a Service (XaaS) is new trend where everything is interlinked with cloud.

Furthermore, now there’s a strong linkage between Fog computing and IoT where, Fog acts as a mediator
between end devices and Cloud where many local computations are performed. With such increasing complex
connections of technologies with cloud, crux is, ‘WHERE, HOW and HOW MUCH’ security is essential to
protect confidentiality, integrity and availability of cloud? This paper focuses on various cloud attacks and
prevention measures.

ATTACKS ON CLOUD WITH PREVENTIVE MEASURES
Cloud architecture is divided into various hierarchies and each level has its own independent functionality.
Each layer can be attacked with respective strategies which further can affect subsequent functionality in the
hierarchy. Here we have discussed some preventive measures to protect cloud system from varied types of
attacks.

 Attacks mitigation procedures at Fog gateway

In this booming world of Internet of Things, each and every object senses environment and converts physical
appeal of environment into a digital value and sends it to intermediate devices. Here data is sent to
intermediate node after which data is forwarded to cloud. Consider a cluster of huge amount of sensor nodes
who forwards their data to cloud and not all data is clean and legit. There might be redundant, irrelevant, noisy
i.e. data can be dirty and if all such data is forwarded to cloud, then Link or mediator network from
Intermediate node to cloud becomes a bottleneck and also congestion and packet drop occurs which ultimately
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leads to slumping efficacy of Network. Here comes Fog computing into picture (shown in Fig1). At
intermediate node has a processing capability so that dirty data can be filtered out and legit and viable data is
sent to cloud. Many Algorithms related to this Fog/Edge processing run on intermediate node.

However, there are some loopholes in algorithm which may lead to a DDoS attack on the cloud, flooding it
with unwanted data leading to bad analytical processing resulting into false analysis and causes detrimental
effect on IoT-cloud system. To avoid this types of attacks on cloud can be done by improvisation of the
present algorithms. Considering a static IoT network were nodes are in premises of same network,
environment-dependent algorithms should be developed which detects abnormal behavior in network which
might help in reducing chances of this attacks. Data acceptance should be limited to IoT cluster nodes only.
Data from any unknown node should be straight-way dropped to prevent unwanted harmful data entering into
cloud.

Fig 1: Simple Fog based Cloud System for IoT
Algorithm should also detect faulty behavior of local nodes. There is also a possibility that local node sends
data at a normal desired rate but data is fake. This data pattern analysis is not possible to be implemented at
local processing because it takes higher computation power which is not possible at Fog gateway. Edge
processing will only detect a malicious data on basis of a set of values of the same entity which will be
updated depending on the change of environment. So if any such data is being encountered at Fog gateway, it
should cloud with a BadData Packet which will make cloud aware about the situation and accordingly data
analysis & processing will be performed. Process functioning can be seen in Fig 2.

Fig 2: Security solution to detect IoT threat at Fog gateway
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 Intrusion Detection in cloud systems using Honeypots
Many times there is a requirement to check whether the security policies implemented are up to mark or they
lack at some point. So to create awareness and gain knowledge of the attacking system used by the hackers
and penetrators, a passive strategy is to be implemented. This resource to implement this strategy is called a
honeypot [2,3].A honeypot is a resource on a cloud which is of great use when exploited by the attackers.
When honeypots are compromised, all hacking activities and resource logs are tracked. It is especially meant
to lure attackers by which cloud administrators and security architects come to know how attackers breach the
system, which leads to creation of reinforced security policies & Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS).
Honeypots WILL NOT keep attackers out of the system. These systems are used to catch attackers while they
are in network by redirecting them to fake/fraud/honeypot system. Honeypots can be implemented at the best
when an organization has prudent and sharp skills in following three domains:
i) System Design
ii) Security Architecture Development
iii) Networking

A precise amalgamation of these can lead to an effective and viable honeypot system.

Honeypot system can be categorized into two types

i) Low-interaction/Production honeypots
ii) High-interaction/Research honeypots

Detailed comparison of above two types of honeypots is shown below.

Table 1. Comparison of honeypot variants

Parameters Production Honeypot Research Honeypot

Implementation Simple Complex

Environment Works with emulated system.
Services and Operating System

are emulated.

Works with a real time system.
Actual implementation of OS and
services is done which makes it a

complex approach

Approach This system works on basis of a
script, so if an attacker does an

attack x then, action x is
performed.  It is a static

approach. If an unknown action
is performed for which action is

not specified, systems is
compromised and attacker

realizes that it is a fraud system.

Here, as real time systems are
performed more functionality is

there in comparison to Production
honeypot. An in-depth analysis to

an attackers system is possible
because analyst can check how

attacker behaves with a real time
system.

Chances of Failure Deception fails when automated
toolkits and worm attacks are

deployed on system

This system is robust to worms and
automated toolkits because systems
can help in knowing what kind of
tools and systems attacker is using
for which network parameters can

be easily set.

Deployment strategy Easy to deploy. Generally, uses
software where user specifies

OS and services which are to be
implemented. It follows a plug-
and-play system which makes it

easy for organization to use.

Here, whole system is required to
be configured which makes it

tedious and painstaking to deploy.
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 Intrusion detection using Offensive Decoy Technology

Offensive Decoy technology works on the principle of fog computing and disinformation attacks.
Disinformation attack means transmit wrong, fraud and bogus information to deceive attackers or penetrators
who try to compromise or breach security of cloud mechanism. This is a step against malicious insiders,
preventing them differentiate from legit confidential customer data from bogus and worthless data. The
fundamental thought is that we can restrain the harm of stolen information in the event that we diminish the
estimation of that stolen data to the aggressor. We can accomplish this through a 'preventive' disinformation
attack. This is majorly used to detect threats originating from an insider machine

This technique is amalgamation of two techniques:

i) User Behavior Profiling

True blue clients of a computer system know about the records on that system and where they are found. Any
look for particular documents is probably going to be directed and constrained. An impostor, notwithstanding,
who get to to the casualty's framework misguidedly, is probably not going to be natural with the structure and
substance of the record framework. Their hunt is probably going to be across the board and untargeted .On
basis of this prime assumption, profiler is developed with user models which are trained with one-class
modeling paradigm. A user benchmark is set for the profiler. If any results, varying from user benchmark are
obtained, then it is concluded that a potential masquerading attack was hurled on the system [7].

ii) Decoy Technology

In decoy technology, traps are spread over the file system. The traps are called decoys. Decoys are honeypots,
honeyfiles and other ersatz & dummy information engendered on demand as a tool to detect unauthorized
access to information and to ‘poison’ the hacker’s ex-filtrated data. The traps are decoy files downloaded from
a Fog computing site, a robotized benefit that offers a few sorts of decoy archives, for example, expense form
shapes, medicinal records, financial records, amazon receipts, and so forth. [8].

All decoy files are equipped with keyed-HMAC. Key is secure and unique to every user from which HMAC
for the file is calculated. When the decoy file is loaded into Main memory, verification of a document is a
decoy file or not is done by calculating HMAC. If calculated HMAC and Embedded HMAC match, it is
concluded that attack has been performed. The process is shown in figure below.

Fig 3. Intrusion Detection Mechanism
Advantages of Decoy Traps are:

i) Detection of fraud access to the system.

ii) Confusing attacker to distinguish between legit and bogus information.

In many systems only user profiling is used but by combining above two techniques increases efficacy of IDS
which is shown by Salvetor, Malek and Angelos in their paper [6].
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 Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI)

Today, virtualization lets users have “one machine, several Operating systems, and various applications” and
alteration whenever one wills it. This doesn’t just let developers simply take a look at their programs on
numerous operating systems and enterprise users even further efficiently make use of hardware through server
association, it’s conjointly helpful to desktop users in general. Once virtual machines are circulated using a
collection of preconfigured applications, users can simply make use of advanced applications. Furthermore,
the seclusion presented by VMs provides a few security benefits, like permitting all-purpose internet browsing
whilst reducing the chance of compromise to the underlying physical system [10].

VMI systems fall into one of two categories: those that only monitor subject behavior and those that interfere
with subject behavior. Security monitoring is the prime goal which is achieved by VMI.

The three categories capture the most important VMI properties for security monitoring[9]:

i) Event replay determines whether analysis must be performed in real time—as the target system
executes — or at some later time under analyst’s control
ii) Semantic awareness captures the knowledge (or lack of knowledge) of context and environment that’s
critical to proper event interpretation.

iii) Threat monitoring versus interference captures the distinction between reading and writing.

Using these 3 factors as a guide, one can choose a VMI system that matches the need for security analysis. All
3 groupings additionally make the most of the VM’s incompetence to hamper with the VMM’s actions.
Consider, as an example, a terminate-and-stay resident computer virus. If it oodles before the antivirus
program, the TSR will alter the intercept vectors in order that they ignore it and alternative viruses. However a
VM’s malware can’t alter VMM routines that check the VM pages containing the intercept vectors, and
therefore can’t stop the VMM antivirus mechanisms from sensing VM infection.

Digital forensic applications that use VMI dissent from ancient digital forensic applications as a result of them
being covert; the info is hence untarnished by the effect of observer. Assume, for instance, that your system
has probably been compromised and you would like to use digital forensics techniques to investigate the state
of affairs. Historically, you’d clean up the machine, take a picture of the disk, and forensically analyze it. In
therefore doing, you'd lose vital RAM data, that possible contained forensically relevant data regarding the
dynamic system state, like that processes were running or that network connections were active

CONCLUSION
In a nutshell, security implementation depends on what type of cloud system one is working with because
efficiency of implementation of security varies system to system. One must first consider the requirements of
the system and then according choose what level of security is mandatory.
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